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Chapter 641 Academician Li Is Convinced! He Fell In Love With This Place In One Night? _2 

Academician Li's face was filled with surprise as he was surrounded by the fish. 

He soon felt a very comfortable feeling sweep through his body. 

it felt as if all the acupuncture points in his body had been pecked. he had never felt this way when he 

was doing fish therapy in other places. 

Even after the fish therapy, he began to feel that his spirit was soothed. The fatigue caused by long-term 

insomnia was slowly disappearing, and his entire person became very relaxed. 

He finally understood what professor Ren meant when he said boss Qin's food was better than the 

outside world. 

he could not believe that fish therapy could have such an effect. 

Soon, academician Li's breathing became even, and he closed his eyes to rest. 

Professor Ren felt the same way. He was so comfortable that he even muttered. 

Duanmu ruiyang, who was next to him, had been observing academician Li's condition. After a while, he 

heard academician li snoring, and he couldn't believe it. 

He was very familiar with academician Li's situation. 

Now, academician li was actually sleeping soundly while doing fish therapy? 

this was a bit of a joke. 

A person with severe insomnia fell asleep in the hot spring just because of a fish therapy? 

linlin manor's fish therapy was really something. 

this was definitely something that the fish healers from other places could not do. 

However, older people couldn't stay in the water for too long. After a while, Duanmu ruiyang had to 

wake academician li up. 

"I fell asleep just now?" Academician li woke up and was in disbelief. 

Did he sleep so well? 

If it was so easy to sleep, she wouldn't have suffered from insomnia. 

Most importantly, he could really feel the effects of the fish therapy. He felt comfortable all over and 

relaxed. It had been a long time since he had experienced such a state. 

professor ren came out of the hot spring and was also amazed by the effect of the fish therapy. " "I 

knew boss Qin's food was different from other places. The fish is very comfortable." 

Academician li nodded and asked Tang xiuwan, " "Dr. Tang, can we still do the fish therapy today? How 

do you apply for more in the future?" 
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These words caused Duanmu Rui Yang to cast a sidelong glance. 

Previously, academician li was a little disgusted by the fish therapy. Now that he took the initiative to 

ask about this, the effect of the fish therapy seemed to be better than he had imagined. 

Tang xiuwan explained, " academician li, our Manor normally provides two fish therapy services. One in 

the afternoon and one in the evening. If you want to do it in the future, you can just press the service 

bell in your room and ask the waiter to arrange it. 

"Yes, the ones here are the real fish therapy." academician li nodded and couldn't help but praise. 

After professor Ren and academician li came out of the hot spring, the fish inside were not as lively as 

before. After all, after a full meal, no one wanted to move, let alone the fish. 

A waiter had already brought a special aquarium and put the kissing fish into it. 

Kiss fish were kept in a special place. The guests would only send a batch of them to the hot spring when 

they wanted fish therapy. 

Moreover, the water in the man-made hot spring had to be changed every time. 

In the evening, Duanmu ruiyang saw academician LI Press the room service bell and ask the waiter to 

arrange a fish treatment for him. 

When academician li went out, he met professor Ren, who was also out preparing for the fish therapy. 

After experiencing the fish therapy, he naturally wanted to experience it again. He could not miss it even 

if it was twice a day. 

When the two of them arrived at the fish treatment area, Gao Yaoyao had just finished her fish 

treatment with Lin Liu and the other two women. 

Because the three girls were pregnant, the waiters were very careful. 

Lin Liu and the other two girls were all smiles. They felt very relaxed after finishing the fish therapy. This 

was very good for them and the children. 

Professor Ren and academician li had another fish therapy session that night, and they felt comfortable 

and relaxed again. 

When Duanmu ruiyang called academician li out of the hot spring again, he still wanted more. 

After that, academician li and Duanmu ruiyang returned to their house. 

in addition to the master bedroom, there was also a second bedroom. this was where relatives could 

stay when they visited. duanmu ruiyang was the doctor who specially took care of academician li, so he 

would stay in the second bedroom. 

When academician li returned to his room, his work-related illness acted up again. He began to look at 

the research materials he brought with him until he was in a bad state of mind. He then said to Duanmu 

ruiyang, " "Doctor Duanmu, give me the medicine. I want to sleep." 



It was a very painful thing to not be able to sleep when one's mental state was not good. Therefore, if he 

wanted to sleep now, he could only use medicine to help him sleep. He had to take medicine every day. 

academician li, " Duanmu ruiyang explained, " Dr. Tang said that he stopped taking the medicine to help 

you sleep. It's not good for your body if you take too much of it. 

Dr. Tang doesn't know what's going on, " academician li sighed. I can't sleep without taking my 

medicine. 

Duanmu ruiyang explained, " Dr. Tang said that the houses provide a kind of sandalwood incense that 

can help you sleep. I've seen it online. It's said that Linlin Manor does have a kind of sandalwood incense 

that can help you sleep. It's very effective. 

"Incense really works? Hurry up and give it a try." Academician li asked. 

After he suffered from insomnia, his family and the Chinese Academy of Sciences had tried to help him. 

He had also tried using sandalwood incense, but naturally, the incense he had used before had no effect 

at all. 

However, after the fish therapy, he didn't have too many doubts about the inside. Instead, he was 

looking forward to it. Maybe the sandalwood incense here was different from the outside. 

Duanmu ruiyang quickly found a box of sandalwood incense and some incense tools in the room. 

The sandalwood incense provided by this Manor was naturally different from the one provided by the 

bridal chamber. They were both of 2 quality and had the attributes of odor removal +2, sleep 

enhancement +2, and calmness +2. 

Duanmu ruiyang went to the master bedroom and helped academician li light up the sandalwood 

incense. 

In an instant, a light incense smell started to spread in the room. 

Academician li felt like the incense was no different from ordinary incense, but when he smelled it, he 

felt a lot calmer. 

It was a wonderful feeling to not be affected by any anxiety or pressure. 

Academician li was a little surprised. He hadn't felt this kind of calmness in a long time. Could it be the 

effect of the sandalwood incense? 

Just as he was thinking, he felt an inexplicable sense of sleepiness, and he had an urge to fall asleep. 

Academician li immediately lay down. He hadn't felt this strong urge to sleep in a long time. 

After getting stomach cancer, even with medicine to help her sleep, she still had to toss and turn for 

some time before she could fall asleep. 

Just as academician li laid down, Duanmu ruiyang was shocked to find that academician li was already 

snoring. 

This made him open his mouth, and he was shocked. 



The sandalwood incense provided by Linlin Manor had such a strong sleeping effect? 

At this moment, he also felt tired and wanted to lie down and sleep. 

However, he still had things to do, so he endured the sleepiness and left the master bedroom. He 

opened his laptop and recorded academician Li's recovery status. 

…… 

Time flew by, and the night quickly passed. 

The next day. 

A carefree yawn was heard from the master bedroom. 

Academician li got up and looked at the clock in disbelief. It was already seven in the morning. 

He had never had such a good sleep before, and he was in a good state of mind when he got up. 

Therefore, he could not believe it. 

It had been a long time since he had slept so comfortably. 

The sandalwood incense was too magical. 

He remembered that not long after doctor Duanmu lit the incense, he felt sleepy and fell asleep without 

realizing it. 

Academician li got dressed and went out. He saw professor Ren, who was already up. 

"Academician li, did you sleep well last night?" professor ren asked with a smile. he had also used the 

same kind of sandalwood incense, so his sleep quality last night was incredible. 

"Yes, boss Qin's things are indeed good." Academician li also felt emotional. 

He had fallen in love with this place after just one night. 

If he could recuperate in the next few years, it would be a good idea to ask Minister Lu to arrange for 

him to recuperate in this Manor. 

But then, he felt a little dejected, because he didn't know how many years he had left. 

Early stage stomach cancer could be easily cured by young people through surgery and chemotherapy. 

At his age, his body was weak, and it was fatal in the early stages. 

Chapter 642 The Effects Of Grade 2 Turtle And Grade 2 Yellow Croaker 

Qin Lin arrived at the warehouse early in the morning. He entered the game and went to the storage 

room. 

The things that had ripened the previous evening and morning had been placed here, and he had spent 

some time moving them out of the game. 

Then, he went to the pool next to him and fished up a big yellow croaker and a huge turtle. 
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This turtle was naturally a quality 2. 

After looking at academician Li's information, he planted turtles on both paddy fields. After this batch of 

turtles was harvested, he got four quality 2 turtles. 

The cancer prevention +2 from the quality 2 giant yellow croaker and the stomach cancer suppression 

and Prevention +2 from the quality 2 giant beetle were the recovery plans that he had planned for 

academician li from the beginning. 

Since he had a patient like academician li, he had to try. 

At the same time, he also carried a bag of quality 2 Xiangshui tribute rice out of the game. 

Today, he planned to make a special herbal dish for academician li. 

The Supreme set meal and the special medicinal cuisine were all served with Xiangshui tribute rice. 

However, Master Lin's Supreme Emperor set meal was paired with quality 1 Xiangshui tribute rice, while 

the special herbal dish he made was only paired with quality 2 Xiangshui tribute rice. 

This was the corresponding set meal with the corresponding ingredients. 

Naturally, the daily medicinal cuisine was high-quality rice bought from outside. After all, Xiangshui 

tribute rice was scarce, and he had to be careful. If he took out too much, it would shock people. 

unless he harvested the xiangshui tribute rice that he cultivated himself, he would have nothing to 

worry about. 

In addition to these, there were also some quality 2 vegetables and fruits. 

Qin Lin had specially planned out some plots of land to plant them and selected quality 2 products with 

a probability of appearing to be specially supplied to the manor. 

They got into the truck and started moving. Qin Lin sent the things to the manor and asked Chen dabei 

to bring some people to move the things that were supplied to the manor. Then, he asked Chen dabei to 

bring some people to follow him and push the specially prepared quality 2 things to the manor. 

When they passed by the villa, there was a squeaking sound. The little fellow, red hair, had suddenly 

appeared and jumped onto the cart. 

This little fellow was very intelligent, and there was no place in the villa that it had not been to. 

When Qin Lin arrived at the manor, he saw that academician li and professor Ren had already woken up 

and were taking a walk under the isolated ornamental bamboo. 

"boss qin!" professor ren. 

"Boss Qin, your bamboo is really good." Academician li. 

The two of them greeted Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin also responded to the two, and then said, I'll prepare a special herbal dish for the two of you at 

noon. I'll make the arrangements first. 



Professor Ren was looking forward to Qin Lin's cooking. He knew that Qin Lin was good at cooking. 

Academician li sighed. He didn't have much of an appetite. 

Professor Ren said that the herbal dishes made by Master Lin last night were good, but he just didn't 

have an appetite. 

After the quality 2 ingredients were sent to the kitchen, Qin Lin asked Master Lin to deal with the quality 

2 turtles first. 

Killing a tortoise was a skill. 

At the same time, he called Gao Yaoyao over and asked her to arrange for someone to wash some of the 

quality two strawberries that they had brought over. He wanted them to be delivered to the three girls, 

academician li, and professor Ren, who were still recuperating. 

The service staff that had been transferred to the manor had the best function, attitude, and execution 

ability. They quickly cleaned up the strawberries and sent them one by one. 

Professor Ren and academician li walked to the location of the garden. There were three stone tables 

inside, and each stone table could seat a few people. 

In the middle of the three stone tables was a Grade 3 seven-colored triangular plum tree surrounded by 

a few Grade 2 seven-colored triangular plum trees. Around the stone tables were various Grade 2 

ornamental green trees and flower plants. 

In fact, the layout was very simple. After all, Qin Lin and Yu Shui weren't professional masters of layout. 

However, because these trees, flowers, and triangled plum were all system products and were all of 

Grade 2, with those attributes, the moment people entered, they would feel like they were in a 

paradise. 

professor ren and academician li sat in front of the stone table. under the influence of the +2 attribute 

effects, they felt very strong. 

A waiter came over with a basket of fruits and placed it on the stone table. "Professor Ren, academician 

li, these are the fruits our boss specially prepared for you. Try them." 

"Academician li, have a taste!" As professor Ren spoke, he picked up a strawberry and ate it. The +2 

deliciousness and +2 texture attribute made him say, " "These strawberries are really delicious. I've 

never had such a delicious taste before." 

Academician li also picked up a strawberry and ate it. He had to admit that even though he didn't have a 

good appetite, he still felt that this strawberry was delicious. 

Squeak! 

A crisp cry rang out. 

A squirrel had appeared on the stone table at some point in time, staring at the fruits in the basket. 



"Is this boss Qin's pet?" professor ren looked at the squirrel and said with a smile, " the internet says 

that boss Qin's pets are very smart. Is it asking for fruit? " 

Academician li picked up a strawberry and handed it to the squirrel. The squirrel hugged the strawberry 

and squeaked after taking a bite. It seemed to be very happy. 

This made professor Ren and academician li smile. At this time, academician li was stunned to see the 

squirrel hand him a QR code. 

"Academician li, take your phone and scan it." Professor Ren said with a smile. 

academician li was curious. he picked up his phone and scanned the qr code. he received a message: 

congratulations on receiving a gift from the little squirrel red hair,'a beauty egg'. You can go to the 

reception to get it! 

"This squirrel still knows how to return the favor?" Academician li smiled. 

Chapter 643 The Effects Of Grade 2 Turtle And Grade 2 Yellow Croaker 

… 

At noon. 

In the kitchen of the manor, Qin Lin was already busy in front of a pot, which contained the medicinal 

fish made from the meat of a quality two big yellow croaker. 

Beside him, Master Lin was also helping to look after the pot. There was also a medicinal dish of turtle 

meat in it. It was also made with quality 2 turtle meat. 

The two medicinal cuisines filled the entire kitchen with a strong medicinal fragrance. 

Just this medicinal fragrance alone made Master Lin's face full of admiration and envy. 

The boss had taught him how to make herbal dishes, but he just couldn't make this special herbal 

fragrance. 

Moreover, he had just seen the steps and order of the boss, which were almost exactly the same as 

what he had made, but the taste of the food made was too different. 

He guessed that there was a problem with his control of the fire and the proportion of the ingredients. 

He couldn't make it as perfect as the boss, so the difference in taste was too big. 

After all, the effect of the heat control and the proportion of ingredients would make the taste of the 

food different. 

In this aspect, the difference between him and his boss was huge. 

After a short while. 

The big yellow croaker medicinal cuisine and the big king eight medicinal cuisine were already ready. 

This herbal dish had the attributes of +2 deliciousness and +2 taste. 
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This was because the fish-type and shell-type cooking skills both had the attributes of taste +1, 

deliciousness +1, appetite +1, fragrance +1, and aftertaste +1. 

In other words, they were all of the same quality, with +3 deliciousness and +3 texture. 

Furthermore, since it was a herbal dish, it also had the special taste +1, special taste +1, special 

medicinal fragrance +1, health and body strengthening +1, essence, Qi and spirit Recovery +1, blood and 

Qi replenishing +1, and immunity +1. 

No one in the world could create these attributes alone. 

Furthermore, there were two other ingredients 'properties. The cancer prevention, cancer suppression, 

and Prevention properties were heaven-defying. 

Qin Lin's restaurant was the only one that had this kind of herbal dish. If Qin Lin didn't want to eat it, no 

matter how rich a person was, they wouldn't be able to eat it. 

Very quickly. 

The two medicinal cuisines were done. 

make some more fish and shrimp side dishes, " Qin Lin said to Master Lin. also, give Lin Liu and the 

others a serving of the big yellow croaker. 

A big yellow croaker weighed more than 30 catties. Even if they were cooked separately for three days, 

it would be more than 10 catties a day. With the addition of the turtle, academician li couldn't finish it 

even if he was full. 

Since he had already done it for academician li, professor Ren naturally couldn't just stand by and watch. 

Therefore, he couldn't favor Chen shengfei, MA Levin, and Li Qing's wives. 

However, the quality 2 turtle had the blood-clearing and blood-stagnating effect +2. It couldn't be given 

to pregnant women, or it would cause trouble. 

Master Lin nodded and started working on the big yellow croaker. 

… 

The dining room on the first floor of the manor was very beautiful and Grand. There were not many 

dining tables. After all, the manor did not have many guests. 

Naturally, the guests could choose to eat in their rooms or in the restaurant. 

However, professor Ren, academician li, and Lin Liu were already sitting at two tables. They all had 

company, so they naturally chose the dining room. 

Duanmu ruiyang also sat next to academician li. As academician Li's personal nurse, the only good thing 

about this was that he could eat and live with academician li. 

"Academician li, boss Qin's cooking skills are very high." Professor Ren didn't forget to introduce 

academician li. that lasda from The Villa Restaurant seems to be the top Chef of Western food. He 

became the head chef of Linlin villa because he couldn't beat boss Qin. 



Academician li sighed. I'm afraid that my stomach will disappoint boss Qin's cooking skills. Now, no 

matter how delicious the food is in front of me, I can't eat it. 

At this moment, two waiters pushed a dining cart out and placed the herbal dishes on their tables. 

the fragrance of the herbal dish immediately wafted over the table. 

The three girls immediately got a bowl of big yellow croaker medicinal cuisine and ate it. They all knew 

Qin Lin's cooking skills and knew that Qin Lin would personally cook for them. They had long been 

looking forward to it. 

After a few mouthfuls of the big yellow croaker medicinal cuisine, the three women exclaimed in 

surprise, 

"as expected of qin lin's cooking, this is too delicious." 

"Yes, this herbal dish is even more delicious than the egg-fried rice and fish banquet." 

"Indeed!" 

Professor Ren also ordered a bowl of turtle medicinal cuisine. However, after a few mouthfuls, he was 

deeply attracted by the taste and texture. Then, he regretted it. 

He and Minister Lu actually didn't go when boss Qin invited them to eat the turtle medicinal cuisine last 

time. They actually missed out on such a delicious meal. 

Duanmu ruiyang's face was also filled with shock. He had eaten many delicacies before, but he could no 

longer describe this medicinal cuisine with words. Someone could actually make such delicious food? 

Academician li was the most shocked. He had stomach cancer, so he didn't have much appetite. No 

matter how delicious the food was, he would feel nauseated. 

However, when he ate boss Qin's herbal dish, he didn't feel nauseated at all. In fact, he even felt a little 

appetizing. 

he was shocked. 

It had been a long time since he had felt the urge to eat something. 

However, after eating a bowl of turtle medicinal cuisine, he realized that his stomach had an incredible 

feeling after a while. 

Obviously, for a normal person, the effect of the turtle medicinal cuisine would not be too strong. But 

for someone like academician li who had stomach cancer, the effect of the +2 stomach cancer 

prevention and treatment effect was very obvious. 

As such, the effect of the attribute was brought into play after a large bowl of Medicinal Food was 

consumed. He only felt a warm and comfortable feeling in his stomach. 

Chapter 644 The Effects Of Grade 2 Turtle And Grade 2 Yellow Croaker 

The sourness from stomach cancer had also significantly weakened, which seemed to be more intense 

than the expensive conservative treatment drugs. 
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Duanmu ruiyang was surprised to see academician li eat another bowl of herbal soup. 

He hadn't seen academician li have such a good appetite in a long time. 

After the medicinal meal, he even saw academician li burp, as if he still wanted more. 

This was really strange. 

…… 

The next day. 

Academician li slept until he woke up naturally, and he had a good night's sleep. 

This feeling was really good for him. These two days were the best sleep he had in years. 

Moreover, he felt very different today. After getting stomach cancer, he had been in low spirits, but he 

felt much better today. 

Most importantly, he was not as weak and feeble as when he had first arrived at the manor. 

He remembered the herbal dishes that boss Qin had prepared yesterday. 

Was this all because of the herbal dish? 

if that was the case, then this herbal dish was amazing. after all, even the traditional medicine prepared 

by the medical academicians of the chinese academy of sciences didn't have such an effect. 

academician li didn't think too much about it. he stretched his back and walked out of the room. 

duanmu ruiyang, who was outside, looked over in surprise when he saw academician li. 

he could clearly feel that academician li looked better today. 

For the rest of the day, Qin Lin would cook two quality turtle and two quality yellow croaker herbal 

dishes for academician li every day. 

even lin liu and the other two girls could get a medicinal meal of two yellow croakers of quality every 

day. 

With the daily supply of yellow croaker fish and turtle herbal dishes, Duanmu ruiyang could clearly feel 

that academician Li's complexion was getting better. 

Although it wasn't too obvious the next day, there were still some differences between a week later and 

a week ago. 

"Academician li, we should go to the hospital in you city for a checkup today." Duanmu ruiyang woke up 

early in the morning and told academician li. 

With academician Li's age and physical condition, even in the early stages, he could not undergo surgery 

and chemotherapy. He could only receive conservative treatment and have his condition checked once a 

week. 



Among them, the values of cancer embryo antigen, cancer antibody CA19 -9, CA724, CA125, alpha-

fetoprotein, blood serum pepnogen I, blood serum pepnogen II, blood serum beini, and so on needed to 

be monitored. 

In addition to helping academician li adjust his body, conservative treatment was also to prevent these 

values from continuing to rise and worsen. 

Naturally, it was impossible to control it completely, so he could only try his best to control the number 

to not increase. 

Linlin Manor couldn't do these tests, and they didn't have the equipment, so they sent academician li to 

you City Hospital for a check-up. 

Linlin villa could only gradually replenish these equipment. 

However, Linlin Manor had a special car. As the person in charge of the treatment room, Tang xiuwan 

personally drove academician li to the place and accompanied him through a series of examinations. 

however, these test data could not be obtained in a short time. the earliest would be the next day. by 

then, they would not need to make a trip to the hospital. the hospital would send the results to linlin 

manor. 

You City Hospital would still give him face. After all, Linlin company was already a giant in you city. 

The first thing he received was a PET-CT scan of the stomach. Usually, before a stomach cancer was 

diagnosed, a PET-CT scan was just a supplementary examination. However, once the location of the 

stomach cancer had been detected, the PET-CT could accurately measure the size of the malignant 

tumor and monitor it from there. 

Duanmu ruiyang immediately went to the treatment room and saw the PET-CT image of academician 

Li's stomach. However, when he saw the shadowy part of the image, he was stunned. 

As a Nurse Doctor, he often looked at academician Li's medical records, so he immediately saw the 

problem. 

"Something's wrong!" Duanmu ruiyang muttered. He quickly took the PET-CT image back to academician 

Li's house and found a bag. 

The bag contained the data from academician Li's last examination, including the PET-CT image. He 

immediately compared the two pieces of data, and a look of disbelief appeared on his face. 

This was because in the newly done PET-CT scan, the shadow area that represented the malignant 

tumor did not increase. Instead, it shrank a little. Although it was not obvious, the data was indeed so. 

But how was that possible? 

"There must be a mistake." duanmu ruiyang still did not dare to believe it and made a guess. 

A doctor's skills, operational problems, and machine problems would more or less affect the accuracy of 

the picture of a PET-CT scan. Therefore, in the end, it still depended on the other examination data. 



After all, it was difficult for a malignant tumor like stomach cancer not to grow. At present, it was 

impossible for it to shrink for no reason, even if it was only by a little, except for resection and 

chemotherapy. 

Chapter 645 Boss Qin's Herbal Dish Is That Awesome? 

Even though Duanmu ruiyang knew it was impossible, he still couldn't help but look forward to it. He 

hoped that academician Li's test report would come out soon. 

This kind of mentality was a bit strange, but everyone had it. 

Sometimes, it was inevitable for people to have a trace of expectation for the impossible. 

So, he quickly went to the recovery room and went to Tang xiuwan's office. 

Tang xiuwan was in the middle of meeting a middle-aged man. She was holding a middle-aged man's 

information in her hand. 

The middle-aged man was a doctor, and she had specifically asked for a recommendation from a 

master's teacher. 

As a treatment Manor, it was not enough for her to be the only doctor in the treatment room. She 

needed two more highly skilled doctors. 

She even thought that in the future, the manor would have to be able to perform a high-difficulty 

surgery on its own. After all, the guests that the boss received were not ordinary, and the ability of the 

recuperation room had to keep up. 

The other professions in the villa could still be poached by headhunters, but for a profession like a 

doctor, headhunters did not dare to touch it easily, so the boss gave her full responsibility for this 

matter. 

The boss and the lady boss trusted her, so she naturally had to do this well. She thickened her skin and 

looked for her former teacher, asking him to recommend two. 

Of course, they couldn't hire top-notch doctors at this treatment Manor. Those doctors were almost at 

the level of chief professors, and their monthly salary was at least 150000 Yuan and above, with various 

bonuses. 

However, some doctors who were highly skilled in medicine but not good with words, could not adapt 

to the hospital system, and even had their ambitions suppressed by the leaders would still come. 

The person in front of him was Lin ran. He was a highly skilled doctor, but because he was too 

straightforward, he didn't allow the son of a rich man to cut the queue for surgery. In the end, that rich 

man had a relationship with a Deputy Director, and he had been suppressed. 

Therefore, he had not been able to get Lin ran's ranking or promotion in the same period. It was useless 

even if he had medical skills. 

The point was that the Deputy Director had been promoted to the director this year, which made him 

even more suspicious that he was not suitable for such a relationship. 
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It was not that he had not thought about changing jobs, but since he was authorized in his unit, all the 

hospitals of the same level would give this new hospital director face. Besides, no hospital leader would 

like this kind of inflexible doctor. 

Tang xiuwan and Lin ran shared similar experiences, so their first meeting was quite pleasant. 

"Doctor Duanmu, is there an emergency?" Tang xiuwan saw Duanmu ruiyang coming in anxiously and 

immediately asked. She thought something had happened to academician li. 

"Dr. Tang, can you help me rush academician Li's examination report?" Duanmu ruiyang asked anxiously. 

Academician Li's situation seems to have changed. I want to know as soon as possible." 

yeah, " Tang xiuwan nodded. I'll call you City Hospital later. 

"Sorry for the trouble, Dr. Tang." Duanmu ruiyang saw that Tang xiuwan had something to do, so he did 

not continue to disturb her. He said his goodbyes and left. 

"dr. tang, is dr. duanmu also a doctor here?" Lin ran heard their conversation and asked curiously. 

there's an academician who's here to recuperate, " Tang xiuwan explained. Dr. Duanmu is his personal 

doctor. 

Lin ran was a little surprised. There was an academician at Linlin Manor? The most important thing was 

that he was an academician who had an accompanying doctor to take care of him. 

This kind of treatment was definitely not an ordinary academician. 

He had come to the Linlin Manor today because of the recommendation of a professor that his teacher 

knew. In addition, he knew that the Linlin Manor and Linlin Ranch were very famous. 

linlin recuperation manor had been very popular on the internet recently. through the environment of 

the promotional video, it was known as the best treatment and vacation manor. 

Moreover, when he arrived at the manor today, he found that the environment of the manor was more 

beautiful and attractive than in the video. 

In addition to the environment, the entrance fee of the manor had also reached 3 million Yuan, which 

was also a topic of discussion. 

The key was that even if you had 3 million, you might not be able to live in it. There was only an internet 

celebrity with 15 million fans who was shocked. 

Many people were curious about what kind of guests Linlin Manor would receive. 

He just didn't expect that the first batch of guests received by Linlin Manor would have an extraordinary 

academician. 

This standard was high enough. 

The fact that an academician like him could come to Linlin Manor to recuperate was a form of 

recognition of the manor. 

… 



Duanmu ruiyang went back to academician Li's room and picked up the two PET-CT images. The more he 

looked at them, the more tempted he was. 

The next day, academician Li's reports on alpha fetal protein and blood serum pepitin were sent to the 

manor's recuperation room. 

When Duanmu ruiyang received Tang xiuwan's notice, he immediately brought academician Li's test 

report to her office. 

Lin ran was also there. 

He had decided to stay, but he hadn't gone through the procedures yet. Today, he was mainly curious 

about academician Li's report. After all, he already knew who academician li was. 

He also respected this kind of old senior. 

"Dr. Tang, where's the report?" Duanmu ruiyang asked anxiously. 

Tang xiuwan passed the report to Duanmu ruiyang and said, " "The remaining reports on the cancer 

embryo antigen, cancer antibody, and blood serum gastrointestinal hormone will only arrive tomorrow." 

Duanmu ruiyang nodded. He took the report and hurriedly took out academician Li's test report. He 

picked out the same report and compared the data. 

After looking at the data, his face gradually revealed an excited expression. He said, " it's actually true. 

This is unbelievable. 
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It was no wonder he was like this. 

This was because the reported values all had a downward trend. 

Previously, when he saw the image of the PET-CT, he thought it was due to the operation, technology, 

and machine. It was impossible for such a thing to happen. 

Who knew that it would really shrink? according to this trend, it would shrink with every test. Then 

academician li would not need to rely on surgery and chemotherapy to be cured. 

It was unbelievable that he could do this without surgery and chemotherapy. 

Tang xiuwan saw how excited Duanmu ruiyang was and asked curiously, " "Doctor Duanmu, is there a 

change in academician Li's test report?" 

Duanmu ruiyang did not hide anything and handed the report to Tang xiuwan. "Dr. Tang, please take a 

look at the numerical comparison of these reports." 

Tang xiuwan looked at it in confusion. A moment later, her face was filled with disbelief."There's such a 

thing?" 

When Lin ran saw this, she took the report and looked at it curiously. Then, her face also showed shock. 

these danger values have decreased, which means the treatment is effective. What medicine did 

academician li use, or what treatment did he do? " 
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"No medicine, no treatment," Tang xiuwan shook her head. 

“？？？？”Lin ran couldn't believe it. Without any medication or treatment, how could these values 

drop by themselves? 

However, the values of these projects alone couldn't be confirmed yet. They still had to wait for the test 

reports of cancer embryo and cancer antibodies, as well as blood serum and stomach hormone. These 

values would improve at the same time to prove that academician Li's malignant tumor had really 

improved. 

Another day passed. 

Tang xiuwan called you City Hospital early in the morning, and by noon, all of academician Li's reports 

had arrived. 

She immediately called Duanmu ruiyang over. Even Lin ran, who had always been curious, came along. 

After Duanmu ruiyang received the report, he also immediately compared it with the previous one. The 

results made the three of them completely happy. 

"The effect is real." Duanmu ruiyang's face was full of smiles. 

no surgery, no chemotherapy, and no drugs. This is unbelievable. tang xiuwan exclaimed. " "I'm going to 

ask the boss what's going on. It must have something to do with his herbal dishes," 

As Tang xiuwan rushed out of the room, Duanmu ruiyang followed behind her. He wanted to know what 

was going on as well. 

He also wanted to know the reason for academician Li's improvement so that he could report to the 

leaders at the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

There was also Qin Lin's office in the Linlin Manor, and he had gradually moved his office over the past 

few days. 

As for Zhao moyin, there was nothing he could do. After all, she was different from Qin Lin, who was a 

hands-off manager. She was in charge of everything in the villa, and it would be too inconvenient for her 

to move her office to the manor. 

The layout of the manor's office was similar to that of the villa. The tea table, office desk, and other 

furniture had all been moved over. After all, they were all made of yellow Rosewood and red 

sandalwood. 

Even the plaque with the words 'heaven rewards the diligent' was also hung here. 

In the office. 

Qin Lin was sitting in front of the computer, browsing through furniture and decorations. 

Other than the office, they naturally had to move. 

He would leave the first-rank house in you city for now and live in the manor in the future. 



The independent inner area of the manor was very large, and you could only enter by pressing the 

special area on the other side with a special lock code. 

It took a lot of time to decorate the inner area because Sun Ming had designed this area as a duplex 

mansion according to his requirements. The size of the hall alone was twice the size of the original first-

grade house in you city. 

Therefore, he and Zhao Moyu had been looking at these items and adding them to the shopping cart. In 

the end, the couple would summarize them and place an order if they felt that there was no problem. 

At this moment. 

There was a knock on the door. 

"Come in!" Qin Lin shouted. 

The door opened, and Tang xiuwan and Duanmu ruiyang rushed in with Lin ran behind them. 

Qin Lin looked at Lin ran. 

Tang xiuwan had already sent him and Zhao mochen the information about the man last night. 

"Boss Qin, what ingredients do you have in your herbal dish? can you tell us?" The moment Duanmu 

ruiyang saw Qin Lin, he could not wait to ask. 

When Qin Lin heard this question, he could roughly guess the reason. 

He also knew that academician li had just finished his regular check. It was probably because of the 

quality 2 old turtle and the quality 2 yellow croaker. 

However, he still put on an act and asked, " "What's wrong, doctor Duanmu?" 

No matter what industry, practice makes perfect. Qin Lin was a veteran actor who had used this kind of 

acting skills many times. 

Duanmu ruiyang really thought that he did not know and excitedly explained,"boss qin, academician li's 

physical examination data has improved. the malignant values have dropped a little. although it's not 

obvious, it's really getting better." 

this week, academician li didn't go through any surgery, chemotherapy, or drug treatment. So, the only 

possibility is that it has something to do with the herbal dish you prepared for him. 

Your herbal dish might be able to cure academician li. 

Although Qin Lin understood in his heart, he still showed a surprised look on his face."Really? That 

means the old turtle and the yellow croaker are really working." 

when I saw academician Li's information, I was thinking about it. Among herbal dishes, old turtle and big 

yellow croaker have the effect of preventing cancer, suppression, and Prevention. Chinese medicine can 

strengthen this effect through herbal dishes. 
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of course. It can't be grown by ordinary turtles or big yellow croakers. It has to be aged to be able to 

grow. 

so, I asked around through my own connections and found an old turtle and a big yellow croaker for 

academician li to try it out. I didn't expect it to work. 

however, these old turtles and big yellow croakers are very rare. It's almost impossible to find them in 

the market. 

This was also a warning. 

If academician li recovered, and the news that his herbal dish could cure stomach cancer spread, then 

many rich and powerful people would have stomach cancer. 

He didn't have the mood to treat stomach cancer, and he didn't even want to care about some people. 

therefore, the traditional chinese medicine doctor, the old turtle, and big yellow croaker were the 

scapegoats. 

there was nothing he could do without the turtle and the old turtle as ingredients, right? So, he could 

only apologize. 

As for when the old turtle and the turtle would appear, that would depend on his mood. 

If he was in a good mood, he would have it anytime. If he was in a bad mood, he would have no fish 

scale at all. 

Duanmu ruiyang and Tang xiuwan believed Qin Lin's words. 

Qin Lin's words and expression matched perfectly. 

The Three Doctors didn't disturb Qin Lin. They immediately rushed back to the recovery room and began 

to search for information on the turtle and the turtle. 

The three of them wanted to confirm if this was true. 

If stomach cancer could really be treated with this medicinal cuisine, it would be too incredible. 

After looking through a lot of information, the three of them actually found something. 

"There is indeed a lot of information online that says that big yellow croaker and turtle are effective for 

cancer," Tang xiuwan said. 

Lin ran was shocked. I used to think that this was nonsense. I've seen many cancer patients eat turtle 

soup, but it didn't work at all. 

However, Duanmu ruiyang said, " it shouldn't be nonsense. Perhaps it's just as boss Qin said. It will only 

be effective after a certain age. Ordinary ones have no effect at all. I've checked some secret Chinese 

Medicine News. One of them said that Medicinal Food cured an Emperor's stomach illness. The 

description of the stomach illness was very similar to stomach cancer. 

that's probably the reason, " Tang xiuwan nodded. but it's hard to tell how old turtles and yellow 

croakers are. 



This was indeed a problem. 

the three of them immediately checked the prices of the turtles and the yellow croaker, and they were 

all shocked. 

A catty of old wild tortoiseshell would cost a few thousand Yuan without the shell. 

The big yellow croaker was even more ridiculous and expensive. 

The most expensive one was sold for more than ten thousand Yuan per 500 grams. 

This was not something that ordinary people could afford to eat. More importantly, this kind of older 

species was very rare. 

if the news that this thing could really cure stomach cancer spread, the price would continue to rise. 

Therefore, they had no way to determine whether the turtle and the yellow croaker were effective or 

not. They didn't have the money and they didn't have the supply. 

duanmu ruiyang did not hesitate. he went directly to a place with no one around and called minister lu. 

They couldn't determine the effects of the yellow croaker and the old turtle, but the Chinese Academy 

of Sciences must have a way. 

as long as the chinese academy of sciences needed it, there was nothing that couldn't be obtained with 

the help of the government. 

At the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Minister Lu was also in a good mood as he listened to a leader's lecture in his office. 

The leader was very satisfied. you've done a great job with the body-increasing liquid and intestinal 

medicine powder. Not only did you save a lot of research funds, but the significance of the body-

increasing liquid is immeasurable. Now, your proposal for Chinese medicine has also been passed in the 

meeting, Wanwan. 

When Minister Lu left the leader's office, he also took a deep breath of relief. 

The Chinese medicine doctor's proposal had been approved. Next, he had to work on this aspect. 

On the other hand, he had to visit boss Qin more often. The other party had such deep attainments in 

Chinese medicine. He might need boss Qin's help in the future. 

As soon as he returned to his office, his phone rang. It was academician Li's Nurse Doctor. 

He also hurriedly pressed the answer button. 

Because he told the other party to call academician li because there was a change in academician Li's 

condition. 

Once the call connected, Duanmu ruiyang's anxious voice could be heard. Minister Lu, I'm sorry to 

bother you, but academician Li's condition has improved, and I have to report to you. 

"Is it because of boss Qin's herbal dish?" Minister Lu asked almost subconsciously. 



The reason why he asked academician li to go to Linlin Manor was because he knew that boss Qin was 

very knowledgeable in Chinese medicine and was good at herbal cuisines. It might be helpful to 

academician Li's condition. 

"Indeed, it might be because of boss Qin's herbal dish." Duanmu ruiyang's reply came. 

When Minister Lu heard this, he hurriedly asked, " "Quickly tell me what happened." 

Although he was looking forward to boss Qin's Traditional Chinese Medicine dish being helpful to 

academician li, how long had it been since academician li left? 

His condition had improved? 

Boss Qin's herbal cuisine was so awesome? 

… 
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In the office. 

Minister Lu put down his phone and was also surprised. 

Boss Qin's herbal dish made with old turtle and yellow croaker can cure academician Li's stomach 

cancer? 

He seemed to be in disbelief. 

If these two things really had such an effect, would stomach cancer still be a terminal illness? 

a moment later, he received the data from academician li's two inspections from duanmu ruiyang. 

Minister Lu couldn't understand the medical data, so he called a medical research Professor and asked, " 

"Professor Gu, take a look at academician Li's two reports." 

Professor Gu was also responsible for the development of academician Li's traditional medicine, so he 

had the most say in academician Li's condition. 

Professor Gu looked at academician Li's test report and said in surprise, " "Academician Li's condition 

has improved. Is it because of my medicine? No, my medicine doesn't have that kind of effect!" 

Obviously, he knew a lot about his medicine. At most, he could slow down the growth of the data. He 

didn't have the face to say that academician Li's improvement was related to his medicine. 

Minister Lu explained, " it's academician li. He took a kind of herbal dish made of turtle and yellow 

croaker. This turtle and yellow croaker are effective for cancer. 

Hearing this, professor Gu shook his head in a hurry. that's impossible. The news that turtles and big 

yellow croakers are effective for cancer has spread far and wide, but we've tested them on more than 

one subject. There's no effect at all. 

the rumors on the internet are probably just merchants using the rumors recorded in ancient Chinese 

medicine to deliberately publicize it and drive up the price to deceive the public. 
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Minister Lu said, " boss Qin, the one who makes the herbal dishes, is a very accomplished Chinese 

medicine practitioner. You've heard of the body-strengthening liquid, right? it's all because of him. 

the doctor said that only turtles and yellow croakers that have reached a certain age are effective. 

Normal turtles and yellow croakers are not effective, so we still need enough turtles and yellow croakers 

to treat academician Li's stomach cancer. 

this b * stard! professor Gu suddenly fell silent. 

He wasn't sure about that. After all, he didn't know if the turtles and turtles he had tested before were 

old enough. 

Also, it was a fact that academician li was getting better. 

"Find some old turtles and big yellow croakers to test." Minister Lu saw professor Gu's expression and 

immediately said, " if it's really effective, we have to provide enough ingredients for academician li. 

After this trip to you city, he had a better understanding of Chinese medicine. 

If there were records of ancient Chinese medicine, it might be that the later generations did not 

understand it. 

The Chinese Medical Association had thrown away the prescription that boss Qin had found for the 

colon cancer medicine like garbage. 

Minister Lu checked the prices of the wild turtles and yellow croakers from the previous year. He was 

also a little surprised. They were too expensive and, more importantly, too rare. 

10,000 Yuan per 500 grams of fish meat. This was gold-plated, right? most importantly, it was the kind 

of fish that even the rich couldn't buy. 

however, this was a lot easier for the chinese academy of sciences. 

Minister Lu immediately contacted the heads of the fishery and sea administration and applied for these 

two departments to find old turtles and yellow croakers. 

With the government's power, it didn't take long for a truck to transport a bunch of old turtles and 

yellow croakers into the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Minister Lu naturally asked professor Gu to conduct an experiment as soon as possible. This was related 

to academician Li's condition, and perhaps it could be used as a reference for stomach cancer Research. 

after professor gu received the yellow croakers and turtles, he quickly tested the relevant data and 

called for minister lu. 

when minister lu received the news, he immediately went to professor gu's laboratory. he saw more 

than 10 big yellow croakers with their stomachs cut open and more than 10 old turtles on the platform. 

These yellow croakers and old turtles were of different sizes. 

The big yellow croakers were about 20 catties, and the small ones were only about 10 catties. 



Just these alone would be worth a lot of money in the outside market due to the high prices due to 

hype. 

"Minister Lu, you're here!" Professor Gu greeted Minister Lu as soon as he saw him. 

"What's the test result?" Minister Lu immediately asked. 

"The results are here." Professor Gu passed a test form to Minister Lu and said, " these are the results of 

our tests on the flesh and tissues of these giant yellow croakers and giant turtles. 

Minister Lu immediately took the test form and looked at it. 

Professor Gu's form was very detailed. He accurately marked whether there were any substances 

effective for stomach cancer, as well as the content. 

Even the numbers of the fish and turtles were clearly listed. 

However, when Minister Lu looked at the test data of the fish and turtles, he realized that the test 

results of these big yellow croakers and turtles were not useful for stomach cancer at all. 

It was not until he saw a 20-catty yellow croaker that his eyes lit up. This was because the test results 

showed that there was a small amount of substances targeted at cancer. 

Professor Gu explained, " Minister Lu, most of these giant yellow croakers and turtles have no effect on 

stomach cancer. However, when the giant yellow croakers are more than 20 catties, and the turtles are 

decades old, they do start to have some substances that are targeted at stomach cancer. It seems that 

Mr. Qin is right. It does take a certain age to have an effect. 

"can these materials be replicated?" Minister Lu asked in a hurry. 

Professor Gu shook his head and said, " this substance seems to have appeared slowly during the long 

growth of the turtle and the turtle. We have not studied this substance very much. If we want to 

replicate it, we may have to do it again. It will cost a lot of money. Moreover, we have invested so much 

money in the research of stomach cancer. We can't give up halfway. 
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minister lu sighed when he heard this. 

There was no other way. 

Professor Gu continued, " the main thing is that something is not right. We have detected the effects of 

yellow croaker and turtle. There are very few of those substances, so the effect should be minimal. It is 

impossible for it to have such an immediate effect on academician li. Furthermore, this fish should be 

the oldest one on the market. Boss Qin shouldn't be able to buy any older ones. 

Minister Lu laughed when he heard this. this must have something to do with Chinese medicine. Boss 

Qin said that the effects of the yellow croaker and turtle can be strengthened by using Medicinal Food. 

That's why it had such an immediate effect on academician li. Chinese medicine still has its merits. 

Minister Lu clearly believed this. 
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Professor Gu's test had also confirmed this. 

He took out his phone and called the head of the fishery and sea administration. 

In any case, the yellow croaker and turtle were useful for academician Li's condition, so he had to get 

some for academician li and ask boss Qin to continue making these medicinal dishes for academician Li's 

recovery. 

Three days passed in the blink of an eye. 

In the manor's office. 

Qin Lin sat in his office chair, his attention completely focused on the game in his mind. 

He had already controlled his character to head to the lake mine. 

When his character leveled up in the game, apart from the spring Mine, the lake mine had also been 

opened. 

He was unlucky when he was digging the spring Mine. After digging 5 layers, he only got a shell-type 

cooking skill book, so he was not in a hurry to dig the lake mine. 

He was free today, so he controlled his character to mine in the lake mine. 

[ congratulations, you have excavated a piece of gold ore! ] 

… 

[ congratulations on obtaining a piece of copper ore! ] 

it was obvious that his luck today was not very good. 

The sixth layer of the lake mine was almost finished, but he hadn't found anything useful. 

Thinking of the big sea dog's bone he got last time, he could just give him another bone. If he didn't 

mind, it might be good stuff. 

[ congratulations on obtaining a piece of diamond ore. Seibala has opened up a new jewelry smithing 

service. You can take it to seibala to take a look! ] 

[ congratulations on obtaining a diamond ore. ] 

after digging two plots of land, the same notification appeared. qin lin immediately looked at his 

backpack. 

As expected, there were two more ores that glowed with white crystals. 

However, he remembered that diamonds were like jadeite. They were called raw stones before they 

were cut out. 

This game planning was too lousy. Everything was called ore. 

However, it was not surprising that the diamond could be dug out in the lake mine. 



After all, the introduction of the lake mine was that it was connected to the sea swallow, which could 

randomly dig out things that could appear in the ocean. 

Diamonds were also one of the specialties of the ocean. In 2002, the overseas demarine Namibia 

diamond mining company had mined 16 million carats of ocean diamonds from the ocean. By 2022, this 

production had increased by 100 times. 

In the ocean, there were many of these things. 

therefore, some people said that western countries had always criticized eastern jade as the world's 

biggest scam. that was why jade was not popular in the western market. 

In fact, the diamond was a bigger scam than the Jade, but now the diamond scam had become a symbol 

of love, and it was relatively successful. 

Many a time, if a young man didn't buy a diamond ring when he proposed, the marriage wouldn't be 

able to go on. 

It couldn't be helped. Those women liked to be fooled by such scams. Moreover, with the development 

of the economy, more and more people could afford to buy diamonds. 

Even if they couldn't afford it, they had to pay in installments, which would squeeze their future funds. 

It could be said that this diamond scam was the most successful scam in the world. 

Many people would realize that if they bought a diamond worth 20000 dollars, they would get a 50% 

discount when they sold it. They might even encounter the phenomenon of breaking your bones. 

The value-preservation rate of diamonds was very low. 

Qin Lin didn't care if the diamond was the biggest scam. Anyway, if he could find it, he would use it. He 

would just treat it as an additional diamond accessory on the jewelry list he would give to Zhao moyin 

later. 

Hence, he immediately controlled his in-game character to head over to sebar. 

Click! 

As expected, seibala offered an option to forge diamond jewelry. 

The pictures provided by the system included diamond rings and diamond necklaces. 

Qin Lin chose to forge a diamond ring. 

Then, the system gave him another prompt. 

[ please choose the diamond ring's specifications: [ 1 carat, 2 carats, 3 carats! ] 

Qin Lin was stunned. 

there were many options. 

He could also define how big he wanted to make. 



As long as he had enough diamond ore, he could make a diamond ring the size of a basketball, right? 

Qin Lin chose a two-carat one to try. The system prompted him to put in the materials: 

[ the forging style and specifications require 4 pieces of diamond ore! ] 

alright! 

The materials were not enough. 

He then chose a one-carat diamond, which was enough for two pieces of diamond ore. 

He clicked on forge. 

A moment later, a diamond ring appeared in the game character's bag. It was very exquisite. 

After controlling his game character to return to the farm, Qin Lin locked the office door and entered 

the game. He saw the information of the diamond ring: 

[ diamond ring style 03 (1 carat): Grade 1 ] 

[ this is an exquisitely made diamond ring. It has a very exquisite appearance and is very popular with 

women. It is regarded as a pure, selfless, and unwavering love (the system can not guarantee whether it 

is an unwavering love): aesthetics +1, art +1, quality +1! ] 
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the information about the diamond ring was within qin lin's expectations. just like jade jewelry, it had 

beauty +1 and art +1. these two aspects were already far beyond the majority of jewelry in reality. 

In addition, quality and purity +1 was naturally directly related to the price. 

he didn't need to find someone to appraise the diamond's price. 

According to the market price, the current mainstream and high-quality diamonds were around 50000 

to 100000 Yuan. 

His system's quality of 1 was worth 100000 Yuan. 

Of course, this was the price the jewelry company was selling it at. If he were to sell it, without a 

certificate, he would give you a price for a fracture anywhere. 

Fortunately, he didn't plan to sell it. He just wanted to give it to Zhao Mogan, so it was fine as long as it 

was real. 

So, he also took the diamond ring into the ranch house, walked to a big wooden box, opened the box, 

and put the diamond ring in. 

One could see that the entire box was filled with a dazzling array of jade jewelry. 

The number of designs stacked together was uncountable, and all of them were of different designs. Qin 

Lin had hired someone to design them online. 
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The system's products were naturally exquisite and beautiful, and they were definitely liked by people at 

first sight. 

In addition to being exquisite, many of the jewelry even had his and Zhao moyin's names and dates on it. 

These were all meaningful days that he and Zhao moyin had experienced. 

These jewelries were also made from the Jade ore he had mined, and he was preparing to give them to 

Zhao moyin for his wedding. 

Any woman would be envious of this box of wedding jewelry. 

Qin Lin exited the game and heard a knock on the door. 

When he opened the door, it was Duanmu ruiyang, academician Li's caretaker. He looked a little anxious 

when he came in. 

"what's wrong, doctor duanmu?" qin lin asked, puzzled. Did something happen with academician li?" 

Duanmu ruiyang shook his head. boss Qin Lin, it's not about academician li. Minister Lu found out that 

yellow croakers and turtles are effective for stomach cancer, so he sent a few yellow croakers and 

turtles over. He asked boss Qin to make a herbal dish for academician li. 

As he spoke, Duanmu ruiyang looked at Qin Lin with some admiration. Minister Lu had already asked the 

medical professors at the Chinese Academy of Sciences to confirm that the mature turtle and big yellow 

croaker were indeed effective for stomach cancer. However, the key was to rely on boss Qin's medicinal 

cuisine to stimulate the efficacy. 

To be able to use this medicinal cuisine to treat stomach cancer, any doctor would have to say that they 

were impressed. 

Even the rich people with stomach cancer would not be able to sit still. It was a pity that they would not 

be able to buy old yellow croakers and turtles. 

If Minister Lu knew about this, he would probably treat it as a special resource and ask people to 

prepare more of these things. If they appeared on the market, who could buy them from the top? 

After all, the quantity was limited. If he bought more upstairs, he would buy less outside. 

With these things, no leader would be afraid of getting stomach cancer. They asked boss Qin to make a 

herbal dish, and once the people were sent to the manor, the fish and turtles would follow. 

qin lin was dumbfounded when he heard duanmu ruiyang's words. 

Wasn't Minister Lu just finding trouble for him? 

His big yellow croaker and turtle effect are both of the game's quality 2. The ones you bought outside 

might have some effect, but they definitely don't have the effect of the system's products. 

If academician li didn't have the same effect, wouldn't he be exposed? 

However, Minister Lu had already asked someone to send it over, so he had no choice. 



It seemed that he was going to be forced to replace it with another one. 

Moreover, the big yellow croaker and turtle sent by Minister Lu arrived quite quickly the next day. 

Qin Lin had to prepare a big aquarium box when he received it. He asked someone to put the big yellow 

croakers and turtles in it, then moved the aquarium box to his office in the manor. 

Moreover, these yellow croakers and turtles were not small. They were almost as big as the quality 2 

products in the game. 

the excuse for moving the fish to the office was that the yellow croaker and turtle were expensive, and it 

was related to academician li's condition, so he had to take care of them personally. 

No one doubted his words. 

After all, these things were worth at least 100000 Yuan or 200000 Yuan in the outside world, and they 

were used to treat academician Li's stomach cancer. Everyone thought that he was taking this matter 

seriously. 

Qin Lin heaved a sigh of relief after bringing the things to the office. He locked the office door without 

saying anything and entered the game with the whole aquarium. At the same time, he saw the 

attributes of the yellow croakers and turtles sent by Minister Lu: 

[ wild giant yellow croaker: normal ] 

[ this is a wild yellow croaker. It has some effects on nourishing the liver, protecting the kidney, 

nourishing the blood and Qi, improving the eyesight and calming the mind, curing premature yang, and 

preventing cancer! ] 

[ turtle: normal ] 

[ this is a very nutritious animal. Its meat is also a common food for diet therapy. It has a lot of effects. It 

is nutritious, can treat dizziness, night sweat, heat deficiency, Yin essence, and lower fire. It can treat 

cardiovascular blockages, clear blood flow, strengthen the kidney and bones, strengthen the Yang and 

waist, and also has some effect on the inhibition and Prevention of stomach cancer. ] 

Sure enough, as he had guessed, the yellow croaker and turtle in real life did have those attributes, but 

they did not reach the quality 2 effect of the game. 

The big yellow fish only had some effect on cancer prevention. 

Turtle shells were only slightly effective in the prevention and treatment of cancer, and this shouldn't be 

of much use in cancer treatment. 

Therefore, he still had to replace it with something else. 

A moment later, Qin Lin returned to the office with the aquarium. The fish in the aquarium were no 

longer the original batch. They had all become the system's quality 2. 

After doing all this, Qin Lin sat back in his office chair and looked at the screen in his mind again. He 

continued to control the game character to mine! 



After he finished digging the sixth level of the lake mine, he didn't find anything. He had to control his 

character to enter the seventh level and continue digging. 

This time, after digging the first one, a different scene appeared in the game. Some of the characters 

had light under their feet, and they picked up a seed-shaped stone. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin knew that they had dug up something good. Moreover, when he saw the seed-

shaped stone, he immediately guessed what it was. 

He had seen a post about this in the game forum for the new version of the story of the farm. 

[ congratulations, you have discovered a special seed stone! ] 

It was indeed this thing. 

The special seed stone was a special stone in the game. This stone did not have any special effects, but 

one could go to the seed store and hand it over to the owner of the seed store. Then, the seed store 

would randomly open a special seed with a nickname. 

In other words, he would be able to obtain another special seed. 

 


